VaSCL Feedback

Spring & Summer Digital Learning Sessions
#AllStudentsCan
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- Inspiring

555 Responses
Choice Boards & Hyperdocs

Preparation: 4.92
Knowledgeable: 4.92
Engaging: 4.87
Relevant: 4.89
Helpful: 4.91
Inspiring: 4.88
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Continuing/Creating Community
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Community

- Preparation: 4.90
- Knowledgeable: 4.92
- Engaging: 4.89
- Relevant: 4.88
- Helpful: 4.87
- Inspiring: 4.86
Getting Started
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Forms
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394 Responses
Overall

Preparation: 4.89
Knowledgeable: 4.91
Engaging: 4.82
Relevant: 4.86
Helpful: 4.87
Inspiring: 4.84

4,953 RESPONSES